
 Summary:  

Overview 

L&S Machine is searching for a better method to manager their data, and then be 

possible to implement new and better tools to increase the quality, efficiency and 

decrease errors and time. Located in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, L&S Machine Co. LLL is 

midsize manufacture company that does prototype and production machining, with an 

emphasis on making precision components for the nuclear power industry. 

 

Even though this software is suitable to quality evaluation and reports, there is 

necessary to move some data from the software to an Excel spreadsheet, to have a 

simple and precise evaluation. In this spreadsheet is possible work just with the 

information necessaries to evaluate each part in the lots. However, this work, moving 

data from the CSV file to the Excel spreadsheet, have been happening manually. In 

other words, the employee has to load the CSV file in the CNC Report, filter the 

information and track only the necessary information, and then copy this and transfer 

to the Excel file to obtain the quality graphs that they need. 

 

In this project L&S Machine is searching for an easy way to automatically evaluate 

and process the data provided by each part manufactured in your site, to obtain the 

necessary information as soon as finished the manufacture process. Currently, this 

process is manual and required a long time to obtain the reports and evaluate. Then, 

L&S Machine is looking for a solution that may automate this process in real time to 

be used by supervisors and managers in the shops. 

 

Goal (Objective) 

Create a database that will manipulate those data and increase the quality of 

manufacturing process. It is possible for the company to evaluate the producing time, 

quality, and implanting other system as well as monitoring in real time. 

 

Approach: Please refer to part from new system operation in the Final report 

deliverable.  

 

Outcome: 

This project has helped the company to organize the data about measuring, and help 

them to improve the efficiency for collecting data as compared to perform it manually.    

This project has also helped them to save time and cost, and at the same time to avoid 

manual errors when collecting data during the manufacturing process. 

 

 


